Abstract
Introduction
The performance of a sequential system is usually measured by its frequency, or equivalently, its clock period. Sequential optimizations such as minimal period retiming [1] and clock skew scheduling [2] can be used to optimize the clock period by balancing the combinational path delay between consecutive flip-flops. When interconnect delays begin to dominate the performance because of the aggressive scaling down of geometries in Deep Sub-Micron (DSM) VLSI technology, things become much more complicated. Unlike gate delays, interconnect delays are only available until very late in the current design flow and always after floorplanning and placement. Different floorplans or placements give different minimal clock periods after sequential optimizations. Ignoring such optimization possibilities in the design flow may result in sub-optimal solutions. The work [9] addressed this problem by considering the optimization potential in physical placement. In their work, the maximum ratio of the delay over the flip-flop number along any cycle in the circuit is known to bound the minimal clock period that can be achieved through sequential optimizations. To optimize the ratio in the placement, they identified the cycle with the maximum ratio in the current placement and used it as a constraint to find a new placement with a smaller maximum ratio.
When the operating frequency of the sequential system is given, it is possible that one clock period is too small to propagate a signal from one end of a long wire to the other end in one clock period. In this case, wire pipelining is vital to allow multi-cycle communication over a long wire. As suggested in [4] , retiming can be used to pipeline the long wires. However, if the frequency is higher than the best one that could be achieved by retiming, more wire-pipelining units like flip-flops must be introduced on those long wires to pipeline them. The side effect is that these additional units may change the latency of some parts of the circuit so that the functionality is different from the original one. Both the latency insensitive design (LIS) [6, 7] and the wire-pipelining correcting method [5] addressed this problem. In these two approaches, the throughput, which is defined as the amount of the processed inputs per clock cycle, is traded for higher frequency and is no longer one as in retiming or clock skew scheduling. In both cases, the throughput is bounded by the minimum ratio of the flip-flop number to the number of the required wire-pipelining unit along any cycle. The work [8] optimized the throughput bound in LIS with floorplanning. They used a heuristic throughput evaluation method in the simulated annealing (SA) floorplanner Parquet [13] based on an assumption that an exact throughput evaluation is too time-consuming in SA. The heuristic method estimates the throughout by assigning different weights to different wires according to their contributions to the throughput.
We find that by looking at the bound of the processing rate, we can unify the situations where the throughput is fixed and the frequency is optimized and where the frequency is fixed and the throughput is optimized. In any case, the processing rate is bounded by the minimum ratio of the flip-flop number over the delay along any cycle. Since this bound is independent of the operating frequencies and the afterward optimization/wire pipelining methodologies, it is more general than the clock period bound or the throughput bound.
We optimize the processing rate bound directly in a SA based floorplanner. Unlike the previous approaches where the bounds were handled indirectly, Howard's algorithm [15, 14] is applied to compute the bound exactly inside the inner loop. The resulted floorplans are evaluated under different frequencies to obtain the throughputs and the processing rates. To show that our approach achieves better solution quality and running time, we apply our algorithm to GSRC benchmarks as in [8] and compare our results with theirs. We need to point out that the results in [8] are optimized under different frequencies separately so our one-floorplan-fit-all approach is more universal and less time consuming. The Adjacent Constraint Graph (ACG) [10, 11] is used as our floorplan representation. It preserves the geometrical adjacency information and its operations map to local perturbations in physical space. To exploit those local perturbations, we apply Howard's algorithm incrementally, which speeds up the floorplanner by 29% on average. In addition, we show that addressing the fixed-outline constraint explicitly in the cost function is possible and effective in the ACG representation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show how the minimal cycle ratio bounds the processing rate of a sequential system and formulate the Floorplanning for Processing Rate (FPR) problem. The SA based floorplanner incorporating processing rate optimization is presented in Section 3. Experimental results are shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Processing Rate and Floorplan Problem

Processing Rate Bound
We define the processing rate of a sequential system as follows.
Definition 1 (Processing Rate) In a sequential system, the processing rate is defined as the length of processed input sequence per unit time.
Considering the frequency and the throughput in a synchronous system, we have the following observation.
Observation 1 For a synchronous system, the processing rate is equal to the product of the frequency and the throughput.
A synchronous system is modeled by a directed graph G = (V, E). In the simplest case, each vertex is a combinational gate and each edge is an interconnect wire with signal direction. When the system contains modules that could not be treated as gates, we will follow the method in [4] , where vertices are pins of modules and edges represent either the interconnects or the fan-in fan-out timing constraints inside modules. Let the number of the flip-flops along a wire e ∈ E be w(e) and the interconnect delay along the wire be d(e). By optimal buffer insertion [3] , the interconnect delay is linear to its wire length. For any cycle C in the graph, we define
Minimal period retiming optimizes a system by relocating the flip-flops so that the clock period of the system, which is equal to the longest combinational path delay between two consecutive flip-flops, is minimized. On the other hand, clock skew scheduling assigns non-zero skews to the clocks driving the flip-flops. The flip-flops act like that they are moved around to balance the combinational path delay so that the minimal clock period can be achieved. If there is a cycle C in the system, when applying minimal period retiming or clock skew scheduling, the flip-flops along C divide C into w(C) combinational parts. So there must be a combinational path between two consecutive flip-flops C whose delay is at least
w (C) . Therefore, the minimal clock period is bounded by
As the throughput is always one here, the processing rate is the same as the frequency. So it is upper bounded by 1 λG . When the operating frequency is fixed, either latency insensitive design (LIS) [6] or wire-pipelining with correction [5] can be applied to pipeline the long wires.
LIS makes the system functionally insensitive to the latency of the long wires by a latency insensitive communication protocol and additional control logics around computational blocks in the original system. In LIS, signals propagating in the system are divided into two categories: informative events corresponding to the signals in the original systems and stalling events asking the receiving entities, called pearls, to stall a cycle waiting for the informative ones. To pipeline long wires, wire pipelining units, called relay stations, are placed on those wires. Relay stations act like flipflops but can handle the communication protocol. In addition to the area overhead introduced by the additional control logics, the throughput is affected by the stalling events introduced to the system. As discussed in [7] , the throughput is bounded by the minimum cycle mean among all cycles in the system where the cycle mean is defined as the pearl number plus the relay station number divided by the pearl number along a cycle.
According to [6, 7, 8] , we use G to model a system such that every vertex corresponds to a computational block which could be treated as gates and every edge corresponds to a communication channel. w(e)s are all 1 now because initially there is no flip-flops on the communication channels and every computational block latches its outputs in flipflops every clock cycle. Let the clock period be φ under the target frequency. We need at least w
wirepipelining units to pipeline the wire e. Among them, one is the original flip-flop latching the output and all the others are relay stations. Therefore, the throughput is bounded by
So processing rate is bounded by 1 λG . Another approach [5] applies the wire-pipelining correcting method after inserting extra flip-flops to pipeline the long wires. We still use the φ to represent the clock period. The minimal number of flip-flops needed to pipeline a wire is
φ . We cannot feed a new input every clock cycle without affecting the functionality if there is the additional latency caused by extra flip-flops in a cycle. With ρ-slow transformation [5] , we feed a new input every ρ cycles where
The throughput of the system is 1 ρ . The processing rate is bounded by
From the above discussions, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1 1 λG is the upper bound of the processing rate of a synchronous system no matter what technique is used for wire pipelining.
This bound is independent of the operating frequency and afterward optimization methodologies and affected only by the interconnect configurations. Intuitively, designs with larger bounds are superior to the ones with smaller bounds since the afterward optimization methodologies could possibly achieve those bounds.
Problem Definition
We formulate the Floorplanning for Processing Rate (FPR) problem as follows. 
3. Floorplanning for Processing Rate Optimization
ACG Floorplanning
Adjacent Constraint Graph (ACG) [10] is a representation for general floorplans. It is a constraint graph containing horizontal and vertical constraint edges. ACG simplifies the classical horizontal and vertical constraint graph by removing redundancies through three conditions: first, there is exactly one relation between any pair of modules; second, no transitive edge is allowed; third, there is no cross which is an edge configuration as shown in Figure 1 . Allowing crosses in the graph may introduce quadratic number of edges as shown in Figure 2 . To maintain those conditions, Reduced ACG is proposed in [11] according to the following property of ACG. As shown in Figure 3 , the edges starting from a vertex are divided into four classes: class 1, edge to the adjacent vertex; class 2, edges in the same group (horizontal or vertical) as the class 1 one to the following vertices; class 3, the first edge in the group different from the class 1 one; class 4, the remaining edges, where every edge must be in the group different from the previous one. Reduced ACG is obtained by removing all the class 4 edges from ACG and there is an one-to-one mapping between ACG and Reduced ACG. Operations on Reduced ACG make only local changes to the graph and map to local perturbations in physical space. Figure 4 shows an example for the floorplan, ACG, and Reduced ACG. The SA based floorplanner used in [11] is extended to optimize the processing rate by combining the processing rate bound into the cost function. When a floorplan is obtained during SA, the physical locations of modules are computed and the delays of the interconnects are calculated as the Manhattan distance between modules. The bound 1 λG is computed directly as described in the following sections. We also develop a method to address the fixed-outline constraint in the cost function.
Direct Bound Evaluation
Computing 1 λG is actually solving the minimum cycle ratio problem.
Given a strongly connected directed graph G = (V, E) with two edge weight w 1 (e) and w 2 (e) > 0 for each e ∈ E, the minimum cycle ratio problem is to compute the following minimum cycle ratio
When w 2 (e) = 1 for any edge e, it becomes the minimum cycle mean problem. According to [14] , Howard's algorithm is the fastest one in practice to solve the minimum cycle mean problem. The version presented in their work is a simplified one from [15] . Based on the discussions in [15] , we modify the implementation of Howard's algorithm in Section 2.5 of [14] to solve the minimum cycle ratio problem. The intuition behind Howard's algorithm is to maintain a policy graph G π through the computation. A policy graph is a sub-graph of G where there is exactly one edge starting from any vertex. The cycles in a policy graph can be enumerated since there is exactly one cycle in each weakly connected component of G π . The minimum cycle ratio φ of G π is obtained then, which is obviously an upper bound of φ min . It can be asserted that φ = φ min if there is no negative cycle in G regarding to the edge weights w 1 (e) − w 2 (e)φ. If there are negative cycles, one of them is identified in a newly constructed policy graph; this cycle has a cycle ratio less than φ. A vertex labeling is maintained to interleave the above two steps, i.e., to check for the negative cycles and to construct a new G π .
In order to evaluate 1 λG of a system G given its floorplan, the graph G is first decomposed into strongly connected components (SCC). Only one such computation is needed per benchmark and the Strongly-Connected-Components algorithm in [16] works well here. We assign d(e) to be the w 2 (e) and w(e) to be the w 1 (e). By applying Howard's algorithm for minimum cycle ratio in each SCC and picking up the minimum among them, we obtain 
Incremental Bound Evaluation
In Howard's algorithm, different initial G π 's affect the number of the iterations and thus the running time. Intuitively, an initial G π with a smaller φ tends to converge quicker than the one with a larger φ.
In our floorplanners, the floorplan does not change too much between successive steps in SA because of those local Reduced ACG perturbations. The final G π 's of the previous floorplan obtained by Howard's algorithm give near-optimal φ's. We reuse those final G π 's as our initial policy graphs for each SCC. For the first floorplan when those G π 's are not available, we follow [14] to construct it by choosing the edge with the minimum w 1 weight starting from each vertex.
As shown in Section 4, this incremental technique speeds up the floorplanner by 29% on average.
Handle the Fixed-outline Constraint
Following [13] , the fixed-outline constraint is modeled with two constants. One is the maximum white-space fraction γ and the other is the aspect ratio α ≥ 1. Suppose the total area of all the modules are A. The desired width and height of the fixed-outline floorplan are computed as
In [13] , several approaches were proposed to handle the fixed-outline constraint. Addressing the constraint directly in the cost function was shown to be not successful for a classical SA based sequence-pair floorplanner. Adding slackbased moves was proposed to solve this problem. These moves change the aspect ratio of the floorplan toward the desired one. By applying these moves when the aspect ratio is not the desired one, a floorplan satisfying the fixed-outline constraint may be obtained during SA.
Instead of designing a new move and mixing it to the existing ones, we propose a way to handle the fixed-outline constraint directly in the cost function. For a floorplan with width W and height H where H ≥ W , the cost associated with the fixed-outline constraint is defined as
This cost is larger than 1 if the constraint is not met; when the constraint is satisfied, the cost becomes 1. The total cost of a floorplan is calculated as the product of the outline cost and the other cost. The intuition is that the exponential function is very sensitive when the outline difference is large but less sensitive when the outline difference is small. So the floorplanner will push the floorplan hard toward the desired outline when there is enough whitespace. When the outline constraint is almost or totally satisfied, optimizing other cost becomes the priority.
It is possible during SA some floorplans meet the fixedoutline constraint but the final floorplan do not meet the constraint. So the best floorplan meeting the fixed-outline constraint is recorded during SA and is reported at the end.
Experimental Results
Experimental Setup
The experiments are conducted on a Windows machine with 1.4GHz Pentium M processor and 512M memory where the floorplanner is implemented using C++ and compiled with GCC 3.4.2.
Following the experimental setup in [8] , we pick up GSRC benchmarks including n10, n30, n50, n100, n200, and n300. The signal directions and flip-flops are derived as follows according to [8] . The last pin of a net is treated as the source of the net and then the net is broken into two-pin nets. All the pins belong to one module are treated as one pin located at the center of the module so that the modules could be treated as gates. There is exactly one flip-flop on each edge to represent the situation where each module latches its outputs.
Classical MCNC benchmarks were used in [8] as well. However, as the sources of the nets were determined randomly in their work, we cannot generate the same configuration and thus we only experiment on GSRC benchmarks.
Results for Floorplanning for Processing Rate
We first test the floorplanner without fixed-outline constraint. The cost function used is 4 √ area + λ G and the incremental bound evaluation method is employed. We run each benchmark for ten times and the best one is reported in Table 1 where the "ws (%)" column shows the white space in percentage.
For each floorplan, we record the random seed used and use it to perform another SA floorplanning without the incremental bound evaluation. The resulting floorplan is the same but the running time is different. The experimental results are reported in Table 2 . For the incremental one and the nonincremental one (under "non-incre."), we report the running time as well as the total number of iterations (in "#iter.") of Howard's algorithm. Improvements in running time are reported in "impr." column and the average improvement is 29%. To compare our results with those in [8] , the throughput for our final floorplans under different frequencies are computed. The frequencies are modeled by the critical length, which is the distance that a signal travels in one clock cycle. The corresponding critical lengths are 30%, 50%, 70%, and 100% of the square root of the total area of all the modules. According to Section 2, we calculate w * (e) first. Then by applying Howard's algorithm the same way as computing 1 λG , the throughput is obtained.
In [8] , the experiments were conducted on a 1.4GHz Pentium III machine. For each circuit among n10, n30, n50, n100 and each of those critical lengths, they ran the experiment for 60 seconds ten times and we copy the best ones. They did not report the results for n200 and n300 but we report our results for these two benchmarks. The results are compared in Table 3 with the format 1 − throughput/white space (%), which means that the smaller the number, the better. The dominating solutions in throughput and white space are highlighted. It can be seen that our results dominate theirs for about half of the cases and are not dominated by theirs for the other half. Moreover, since the machine configurations are comparable, our running times are much better considering [8] spent 60 × 4 = 240 seconds for each benchmark.
In Table 4 , we report the processing rates for each critical lengths as well as the bounds 1 λG (in "u.b."). Although the bounds tend to be looser for larger critical lengths, we believe that the fidelity of the bound to the throughput makes our approach effective.
Results for Fixed-outline Floorplanning for Processing Rate
The fixed-outline constraint is handled explicitly by the cost function. The cost function used is outline cost × (w √ area + λ G ). The area weight w is set to 0.5 for n10, n30, n50, and n100 and 2 for n200 and n300. Small w gives better processing rate bound but if meeting the fixed-outline constraint is a problem, w is increased to emphasize better area. We run our floorplanner with the maximum whitespace of γ = 15% and the aspect ratio of α = 1, α = 1.5, and α = 2 respectively. The best results from ten runnings are reported in Table 5 . The numbers are in the format λ G /running time (sec). Table 5 . Fixed-outline floorplanning for processing rate.
Conclusion
We showed that optimizing the processing rate bound, which is the minimum ratio of the flip-flop number to the delay in any cycle, is more general than either optimizing the clock period or the throughput for a sequential system because the bound is independent of the operating frequencies or the available design methodologies. We built a SA based floorplanner optimizing for the processing rate bound by evaluating it directly in the inner loop of SA without introducing much overhead in running time. Moreover, exploiting the incremental structure of the evaluating algorithm sped up the evaluating process. Experimental results confirmed the effectiveness of our approach.
